Diffuse striations in molecular clouds are preferentially aligned with local magnetic fields whereas dense filaments tend to be perpendicular to them. When and why this transition occurs remain uncertain. To explore the physics behind this transition, we compute the histogram of relative orientation (HRO) between the density gradient and the magnetic field in 3D MHD simulations of prestellar core formation in shock-compressed regions within GMCs. We find that, in the magnetically-dominated (sub-Alfvénic) post-shock region, the gas structure is preferentially aligned with the local magnetic field. For overdense sub-regions with super-Alfvénic gas, their elongation becomes preferentially perpendicular to the local magnetic field instead. The transition occurs when self-gravitating gas gains enough kinetic energy from the gravitational acceleration to overcome the magnetic support against the cross-field contraction, which results in a power-law increase of the field strength with density. Similar results can be drawn from HROs in projected 2D maps with integrated column densities and synthetic polarized dust emission. We quantitatively analyze our simulated polarization properties, and interpret the reduced polarization fraction at high column densities as the result of increased distortion of magnetic field directions in trans-or super-Alfvénic gas. Furthermore, we introduce measures of the inclination and tangledness of the magnetic field along the line of sight as the controlling factors of the polarization fraction. Observations of the polarization fraction and angle dispersion can therefore be utilized in studying local magnetic field morphology in star-forming regions.
1. INTRODUCTION Magnetic fields are widely believed to affect star forming processes at all physical scales and throughout different evolutionary stages in giant molecular clouds (GMCs), in combination with turbulence and gas selfgravity (Shu et al. 1987; McKee & Ostriker 2007) . The cloud-scale magnetic field can limit compression in turbulence-generated interstellar shocks that create dense clumps and filaments (Mestel & Spitzer 1956; Shu 1992) , and sufficiently strong magnetic field may prohibit the formation or collapse of gravitationally bound cores (Strittmatter 1966; Mouschovias & Spitzer 1976) . On the other hand, the local magnetic field within collapsing cores can help remove angular momentum during the disk formation process (Gillis et al. 1979; Mestel 1985; Mouschovias 1991; Allen et al. 2003 ; Z.-Y. ). The role played by magnetic fields during star formation within GMCs is therefore a complicated but important topic.
Observationally, the magnetic field strength along the line of sight can be directly measured via Zeeman splitting of molecular lines, but it is hard to detect (Goodman et al. 1989; Heiles et al. 1993; Crutcher 1999; Crutcher et al. 1999; Bourke et al. 2001; Falgarone et al. 2008) . In dense star-forming clouds, the polarized thermal emission from dust grains at infrared and sub-millimeter wavelengths has been shown to be a reliable technique of studying the projected magnetic field direction on the plane of sky (e.g. Hildebrand et al. 1984; Hildebrand 1988; Novak et al. 1997; Dotson et al. 2000; Hildebrand et al. 2000; Matthews et al. 2001) . Though the physical mechanism causing the alignment of grains with respect to the magnetic field is still an open question (see e.g. Draine & Weingartner 1996 Lazarian 2000; Weingartner & Draine 2003; Cho & Lazarian 2005; Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Hoang & Lazarian 2009) , it is generally recognized that elongated grains are oriented with their long axes perpendicular to the magnetic field lines, and thus the dust emission is linearly polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field (Davis & Greenstein 1951 ; also see recent review of Lazarian 2007) . The degree of polarization observed in infrared/sub-millimeter is typically ∼ 10 % in interstellar clouds (e.g. Benoît et al. 2004; Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015; Fissel et al. 2016) and ∼ 1 % in dense cores (e.g. Ward-Thompson et al. 2000; Matthews et al. 2009; Tang et al. 2009; Hull et al. 2014) .
Theoretically, magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) simulations offer an approach to calibrate the interpretation of polarimetric patterns. In infrared and sub-millimeter wavelengths, simulated polarized emission can be directly calculated by integrating the radiative transfer equations for the Stokes parameters along the line of sight, with assumptions of grain properties and their alignment efficiencies (Lee & Draine 1985; Wardle & Konigl 1990; Fiege & Pudritz 2000; Ostriker 2003) . Synthetic polarimetric maps can be produced from the threedimensional (3D) gas density and magnetic field information known at every voxel. Most theoretical studies have focused on inferring the magnetic field strength from the distribution of polarization angles (Heitsch et al. 2001; Ostriker et al. 2001) , while others have concentrated on providing insight into the polarization−intensity correla-tion (Padoan et al. 2001; Falceta-Gonçalves et al. 2008 , also see Section 4.2).
In numerical studies of star formation, overdense fragments within GMCs are often formed due to in-cloud shocks and colliding gas flows from cloud-scale turbulence (Scalo 1985; Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007 ). The density structure and gravitational instability induced by supersonic turbulence under the magnetic effects inside GMCs are therefore crucial topics among many theoretical studies (e.g. Ostriker et al. 2001; Li et al. 2004; Nakamura & Li 2008; Kudoh & Basu 2011) . It is noteworthy that, though turbulence can create a combination of shearing, diverging, and converging effects at all physical scales, it is those regions with large-scale convergent flows that will compress gas significantly and strongly alter the gravitational stability in the cloud (Mac Low & Klessen 2004 ). Recent work conducted by Ostriker (2014, 2015, hereafter CO14 and CO15) therefore adopted an idealized model, considering a local region inside a GMC where two large-scale supersonic flows collide. They found that, in the dense layer compressed by these oblique MHD shocks, the amplified magnetic field is relatively well-ordered and strong enough for gas to preferably flow along the field lines. It is not until gravitationally bound prestellar cores form that the magnetic field starts to be bent by gas self-gravity (see Figure 13 of CO14). This anisotropic condensation in locally flat region has been validated by observations (Mundy et al. 2015) , and can help explain the general feature of dense filaments perpendicular to the magnetic field in their immediate vicinities (see review in André et al. 2014) .
With advanced technologies and instruments, polarization observations have become a powerful tool to evaluate theoretical models of the magnetic effects during cloud evolution and core formation (e.g. Chapman et al. 2013; Hull et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014; Cox et al. 2015; Ching et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Planck Collaboration Int. XXXIII 2016 , also see H.-B. for a recent review). To characterize gas structure with respect to the magnetic field morphology, Soler et al. (2013) considered the histogram of relative orientation (HRO) between the density gradient and the magnetic field in 3D MHD simulations and the column density gradient and the polarization angle in two-dimensional (2D) maps that are integrated along the line of sight. Their results suggest that the shape of HROs is determined by the gas density, and the initial magnetization level of the cloud is imprinted on the observable polarization morphology. This statistical tool provides a new way to study the role played by magnetic field in star-forming clouds, and has been applied to polarization observations of several regions (e.g. Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV 2016).
Here, motivated by Soler et al. (2013) , we analyze the prestellar core-forming simulations from CO15 by computing the HRO, and investigate the physics controlling HRO shape. We found that the angle between the density gradient and the magnetic field is highly correlated with the significance of self-gravity in dense structures. Specifically, the HRO changes shape when gravity is strong enough to accelerate the gas to a super-Alfvénic speed. In addition, there are similar trends in the shape of HROs determined from the 2D projected polarization maps, suggesting that polarization observations can be a tool to directly constrain the magnetic field morphology and strength.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We describe in Section 2 our computational and mathematical methods, briefly reviewing the numerical simulations adopted in this work, the definition of the HRO, and the derivation of polarization fraction. HROs in 3D space are analyzed in Section 3, including the choices of the segmentation (Section 3.1) and the significance of self-gravity relative to the magnetic support implied by the shape of HRO (Section 3.2). We discuss the field-density relationship in Section 3.3. In Section 4, we extend our analysis to HROs in projected 2D map, where we argue that the threshold value for a power-law polarization−column density relation is the key for different HRO shapes. We further provide a quantitative way to estimate the polarization fraction from the magnetic field morphology (Section 5), explaining how it changes during cloud evolution. Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
METHODS 2.1. Numerical Simulations
The simulations we adopted are described in CO14 and CO15 and briefly summarized here. These fully 3D MHD simulations, conducted using Athena (Stone et al. 2008) , are 1 pc-wide boxes, where plane-parallel converging flows collide head-to-head, creating a locally flat, dense layer in the post-shock region. This setup is similar to the situation when large-scale (∼ 10 − 10 2 pc) turbulent flows in the molecular cloud locally collide, and by adopting a box size much smaller than the driven scale of the turbulent flow, the convergent flow can be considered as plane-parallel. Seeded by a randomly perturbed velocity field with power spectrum v k 2 ∝ k −4 , filamentary structures and prestellar cores grow within the shocked layer. By conducting the simulation multiple times with different realization of perturbation field (i.e. sampling different 1 × 1 × 1-pc regions within the same cloud), one can collect enough information for statistical analysis. The cloud magnetic field in the pre-shock region is initially set to be oblique with respect to the shock. In the post-shock region, the field lines become roughly parallel to the dense layer due to shock compression (see Figure 3 -5 in CO14). All models are isothermal at T = 10 K (c s = 0.2 km/s) with an initial gas density n 0 = 10 3 cm −3 . We chose the ideal-MHD models with different inflow Mach numbers (M = 5, 10, and 20) and fixed cloud magnetic field B 0 = 10 µG at 20
• to the inflow, as surveyed in CO15.
1 This parameter set covers different turbulent levels in the cloud and includes a range of number densities, magnetic field strengths, and plasma β values in the post-shock region (Table 1; also see Table 1 in CO15 for an extended summary of model parameters and physical properties of the post-shock regions). Note that, though CO15 included 6 different realizations for each model to get better statistics on core properties, we only consider one realization for each model here since there are enough number of cells in one run to carry the HRO and polarization analysis. To include regions at different evolutionary stages of the cloud from quiescent to coreforming condition, we consider the snapshot when the most evolved core starts to collapse in each simulation, t collapse = t(n max ≥ 10 7 cm −3 ), as defined in CO14 and CO15.
Histogram of Relative Orientation
We adopted the method of Soler et al. (2013) to calculate the HRO. The density gradient is calculated by convolving the data cube with a 3 × 3 Gaussian derivative kernel in each of the three directions x, y, and z (see Eq. (6) in Soler et al. (2013) for the example of Gaussian derivative kernels in 2D). The angle between the density gradient ∇n and magnetic field B at each point in the 3D simulation cube can then be calculated as
In 2D projected map with integrated column density N and synthetic polarized emission p, this becomes
where the pseudo-vector p is defined as
(see Section 2.3 for derivations of polarization fraction p and angle χ). The HROs are therefore defined as the histograms of cos φ (range from −1 to 1) for 3D data cube, or the histogram of φ (range from 0 • to 180 • ) for 2D projected map (cf. Soler et al. 2013 ).
The HRO shape can provide important information of the magnetic field direction relative to the gas structure; a concave HRO means that the magnetic field is preferentially aligned perpendicular (φ ∼ 90
• or cos φ ∼ 0) to the density gradient, or parallel to the gas structure. On the other hand, a convex HRO indicates the magnetic field is perpendicular to the elongation direction of gas clumps. Determining what causes the HRO to change shape could therefore help us understand the physical processes involved in molecular cloud evolution.
Similar to Soler et al. (2013) , we investigate the relative orientation under different physical conditions using segmentation by density, or column density in 2D. However, we do not require our segmentation to contain equal numbers of points in each bin, as our goal is to study how the density impacts the shape of HROs. We aim to find the transition density where the HRO changes shape and the physical interpretation of this density. We discuss the details in the following sections. Also note that we chose to normalize the HROs so that the sum of the heights of all bars in each distribution is unity, which makes our study comparable with Soler et al. (2013) because the number of points in each segmentation is factored out by this normalization method.
Derivation of Polarized Emission
The procedure we use to obtain the Stokes parameters is based on previous work (Lee & Draine 1985; Fiege 2 Note that we adopted a formula for the relative angle that is different from that of Soler et al. (2013) . Kataoka et al. 2012 ) wherein the relative Stokes parameters are calculated, which are functions only of the density n and magnetic field structure:
Here, γ is the inclination angle of the local magnetic field relative to the plane of the sky, and ψ is the position angle of the magnetic field on the plane of the sky (see Figure 1 ). Using a Cartesian coordinate system where the y-axis corresponds to North in galactic coordinates and where the z-axis is parallel to the line of sight, we can represent the relative Stokes parameters in a more convenient form:
Under assumptions of perfect grain alignment and pure emission from dust grains, 3 it is possible to extract the 3 Note that, though the assumption of perfect grain alignment is a simplification of real situation (see e.g. Arce et al. 1998) , it is commonly adopted (e.g. Fiege & Pudritz 2000; Soler et al. 2013) and has some support from observations. BLASTPol (Fissel et al. 2016 ) reveals a flat spectrum of polarization fraction between 250−500 µm for Vela C molecular cloud (Gandilo et al. 2016) , suggesting the radiative environment of the gas is not playing a huge role in this region. From previously published starlight polarization data in molecular clouds, Soler et al. (2016) also concluded that the magnetic field structure is more important in controlling polarization fraction and dispersion than grain alignment efficiency. However, we caution the readers that the grain alignment efficiency does decrease in denser regions (see e.g. Andersson et al. 2015) , and the assumption of perfect grain alignment we adopted here is a rough approximation. relative Stokes parameters from observations. The polarization fraction is therefore given by
where p 0 is an intrinsic normalization factor determined by the effective polarization cross section of dust grains (p 0 ∼ 0.1 from observations; see Section 1), N is the column density, and N 2 is a correction to the column density for inclination:
The inferred polarization angle on the plane of sky is given using the four-quadrant inverse tangent (which returns value in the range of [−π, π] based on the signs of the two inputs),
The polarization angle χ is measured clockwise from North, with the same convention as the magnetic field position angle ψ (see Figure 1) . To focus our analysis on the compressed region, we only consider simulation cells with density 10 4 < n < 10 7 cm −3 in our column density and polarization fraction calculations, unless otherwise noted (e.g. Figure 3 ). Since most polarization observations of molecular clouds trace only dense gas, and the diffuse background has been removed from the observed thermal emission (e.g. Li et al. 2006; Fissel et al. 2016) , applying a density limit makes the simulated polarization maps more comparable to observations (see e.g. Falceta- Gonçalves et al. 2008 ).
HRO AND THE THRESHOLD DENSITY IN
FIELD−DENSITY RELATION 3.1. Choice of Segmentation for HROs In the ideal MHD limit, gas is strictly coupled to magnetic field. When gas is compressed by a supersonic, super-Alfvénic shock, the magnetic field component perpendicular to the shock flow is amplified as well (see Chen & Ostriker (2012) and CO14 for discussions about oblique MHD shocks). The post-shock region is therefore strongly magnetized. However, through anisotropic condensation along the magnetic field lines, local dense clumps are able to collect materials without adding more magnetic support. As a result, the magnetic field strength is largely unrelated to the gas density. This process is shown to be dominant in strongly-magnetized shock-compressed regions, until the dense structures become dense enough to collapse gravitationally (CO15). Self-gravitating gas would therefore show positive correlation between density and magnetic field. Similar behavior of the field−density relation has been reported in numerical studies of molecular cloud formation (Hennebelle et al. 2008; Heitsch et al. 2009 ).
For simulations with different shock Mach numbers in CO15 at the time when the most evolved core starts to collapse, we bin the dataset by the log of number density n with bin width 0.1, and calculate the median value of the magnetic field B in each bin. The results are shown in Figure 2 (left panel), where the error bars represent the first and third quartiles (i.e. the ±25% values of the distribution). The pre-shock and post-shock regions can be easily distinguished by the sharp jump in magnetic field strength near n ∼ 10 3 cm −3 . Between n ∼ 10 3 − 10 5 cm −3 , the magnetic field strength is roughly unchanged with increasing number density, a feature predicted by the anisotropic condensation model described in CO15.
5 This also leads to a relatively homogeneous magnetic field direction in the post-shock layer; Figure 3 (top left) demonstrates the well-ordered magnetic field in 3D at density n ∼ 10 4 cm −3 (an animation of changing viewing angles is available on the online journal).
A more important transition happens at n ∼ 10 5 cm −3 , where the magnetic field becomes strongly correlated with the number density (roughly as a power-law scaling; see Section 3.3). This suggests that the magnetic field is compressed with the gas in this regime, and the 3D visualization in Figure 3 (top right) illustrates the twisted magnetic field lines around dense clumps (an animation of changing viewing angles is available on the online journal). In fact, we found that magnetic field morphology changes with density in the simulations. Figure 3 (second and third rows) shows the statistics of magnetic field directions at densities below (left), around (middle), and above (right) this transition value.
6 As the gas density increases, both the distributions of position (ψ) and incli- Normalized count log n < log ntr log n > log ntr log n > 0:95 log ntr log n > 1:05 log ntr Normalized count log n < log ntr log n > log ntr log n > 0:95 log ntr log n > 1:05 log ntr Normalized count log n < log ntr log n > log ntr log n > 0:95 log ntr log n > 1:05 log ntr
Fig. 2.-The median and ±25% values of the magnetic field strength as functions of binned gas number densities (left), and the HROs (right) for models with inflow Mach numbers M = 5 (top), 10 (middle), and 20 (bottom). Binwidth is ∆ (log n) = 0.1. HROs with n > ntr (dashed lines in B − n plots) are distinguishable in shape from those with n < ntr. Dotted vertical lines in B − n plots correspond to log n = 0.95 log ntr and log n = 1.05 log ntr, respectively. The blue dotted lines (left panel) are the best linear fit to the B − n relation in the self-gravitating regime.
nation angle (γ; see Figure 1 for definition) of magnetic field spread to wider ranges, and thus the uniformity of magnetic field decreases. The change is dramatic for densities larger than the transition value of the B − n curve; the plane-of-sky magnetic field loses the preferred direction at ψ ≈ 90
• , and the total magnetic field can no longer be considered roughly parallel to the plane of sky with γ ∼ 0
• . We therefore define the transition density at which the magnetic field and gas density become highly correlated, n tr , as the boundary value of the segmentation when drawing HROs. The value of n tr for each model is listed in Table 1 . In the right panel of Figure 2 we plotted HROs corresponding to density segmentations with n < n tr (blue lines) and n > n tr (red lines). The HRO shape clearly changes from concave to convex when density increases from n < n tr to n > n tr . To demonstrate that the onset of HRO shape change is definitely correlated with n tr , we also included in Figure 2 the 95% and 105% values of log n tr and the corresponding HROs. There is significant change in HRO shape even with small deviations from n tr . This is further evidence that n tr marks a transition between two different HRO shapes.
In addition, we calculated the HRO shape parameter ζ as defined in Planck Collaboration Int. XXXV (2016) (see their Equation (4)):
where A c and A e represent the 25% areas under the HRO curve at the center (−0.25 < cos φ < 0.25, or 67.5 • < φ < 112.5
• in 2D) and on the edge (−1.00 < cos φ < −0.75 and 0.75 < cos φ < 1.00, or 0 • < φ < 22.5
• and 157.5 • < φ < 180 • in 2D), respectively. A concave HRO would have ζ > 0, and a convex HRO, ζ < 0. Thus the parameter ζ provides a way to characterize HRO shape in a single parameter. The values of ζ as functions of number density for all three models are plotted in Figure 4 , as well as the transition densities n tr defined from B − n plots in Figure 2 . The significant change of ζ from positive to negative around n tr is striking, and the threshold density of the B − n relation predicts the transition of HRO shape very well. We discuss the physical reason for the connection between HRO shape and n tr in the following section.
3.2. HRO Shape and Gas Self-gravity As mentioned in previous sections, the self-gravity of magnetized gas can induce gravitational collapse that compresses both the gas and the magnetic field. The threshold density n tr − where the field strength becomes a power law in density, or where the HRO shape changes from concave to convex − therefore corresponds to the density at which the gas becomes self-gravitating. However, the gravitational energy cannot be determined uniquely, as it depends on where the reference point of the gravitational potential is chosen. Nonetheless, the effect of gravity can be inferred through its dynamical influence on the gas. We can therefore use the increases in gas kinetic energy and velocity magnitudes to gauge the significance of self-gravity. Figure 5 compares the thermal (E th ), magnetic (E B ), and kinetic (E K ) energy density of the gas (left panel), as well as the corresponding velocity magnitudes: sound speed c s , Alfvén speed v A ≡ B/ √ 4πρ, and gas velocity v (right panel), as functions of density. It shows that, the kinetic energy first drops from the initial values at the shock front, making the post-shock region dominated by the magnetic pressure so that anisotropic gas flow along the magnetic field is preferred. The gas velocity therefore decreases with density in this regime because of the lack of energy input, resulting in a relatively unchanged kinetic energy. At a density somewhat below n tr (dashed lines), E K starts to rise (or, in the case of model M20, the slope of E K becomes steeper); then the gas transitions from E K < E B to E K > E B close to n = n tr for all three cases. More importantly, n tr clearly marks the beginning of gravity-induced acceleration in terms of increasing gas velocity with density. This happens right at the intersection of v and v A , i.e. at the transition for the gas to become super-
We can also directly compare v and v A , or the relative importance of kinetic energy and magnetic energy, by measuring the Alfvén Mach number: Figure 6 shows the behavior of M A in each model as a function of gas density. The plot demonstrates a clear transition from the super-Alfvénic (M A > 1) pre-shock flow to the sub-Alfvénic (M A < 1) post-shock layer, within which overdense regions gradually acquire kinetic energy by falling into local gravitational potential wells, get denser, and become super-Alfvénic at n ≈ n tr (dashed lines). 8 Thus n tr represents a characteristic value for gravity-induced Alfvénic transition in a strongly magnetized cloud: gas dynamics at n < n tr is constrained by magnetic pressure, while at n > n tr the gas kinetic energy (augmented by gravity) dominates. Note that there may be other reasons for the Alfvén Mach number M A to increase with increasing density. For example, Burkhart et al. (2009) found a similar trend in non-selfgravitating, globally sub-Alfvénic clouds, most likely because the mass density increases faster than the magnetic energy density for condensation along field lines, causing the Alfvén speed v A to drop with density. This drop is also seen in our model M20 (see Figure 5 ). In this case, the drop in Alfvén speed v A contributes to the increase in M A . For the other two cases (M5 and M10), v A increases with density beyond the transition density n tr , which means that the increase in M A must come entirely from the increase in flow speed. In other words, the flow speed is increased so much that the Alfvén Mach number increases with density despite the increase in Alfvén speed. Gravitational contraction naturally explains both the increase in flow speed and the increase in Alfvén speed because it causes condensation across field lines, which 8 Figure 6 also illustrates the difficulty with using M A as the segmentation criterion of HRO in simulations like ours where the behavior of M A in different regimes (pre-shock, post-shock; nonself-gravitating, self-gravitating) is non-monotonic, with voxels in different evolutionary stages potentially sharing the same values of M A . Fig. 3 .-Magnetic field directions relative to gas structures at different density ranges in model M10. Top panel: 3D illustrations of magnetic field (orange lines) and density (isosurfaces) in two sub-regions. At lower densities (left), the filamentary network is elongated along the magnetic field lines, similar to the striations found in observations (see review in André et al. 2014) . At higher densities (right), the gas structure aligns preferably perpendicular to the magnetic field; also, the field lines are notably bent near the dense clump. Animations of these 3D illustrations, panning about the center to better view the full structure, are available on the online journal. Second and third rows: histograms of the position (second row) and inclination angles (third row) of the magnetic field, from simulation cells within density ranges 5 × 10 3 < n < 5 × 10 4 cm −3 (left), 10 5 < n < 10 6 cm −3 (middle), and 5 × 10 5 < n < 5 × 10 6 cm −3 (right). The transition density in this particular simulation run is ntr ≈ 2 × 10 5 cm −3 (see Table 1 ). The flattened distributions of both ψ and γ at higher densities suggest that the magnetic field is indeed bent and tangled, showing quantitatively what is suggested by the 3D illustrations above. Fourth and fifth rows: projected column density (colormap) with derived polarization (pink segments; fourth row) and the resulting HROs (bottom row), at corresponding density ranges. The change of HRO shapes in 2D projected maps can be directly linked to the gas density traced in 3D space, and observations of molecular lines to trace gas density could, in principle, determine ntr in conjunction with HRO techniques. Note that the simulated polarization is integrated using the whole post-shock region without the corresponding density limit to be comparable with polarized continuum emission from dust grains in observations. tends to increase the magnetic energy density faster than the mass density.
These results provide a natural explanation for why the magnetic field starts to correlate positively with density at n > n tr : the magnetic pressure in this density regime is no longer strong enough to resist condensation across the field lines. On the other hand, sub-Alfvénic, anisotropic flow along the magnetic field lines is favored at n < n tr , and it is difficult for subregions to contract perpendicular to the field lines in this regime. As a result, gas structures will gradually evolve to become elongated roughly perpendicular to the magnetic field direction, especially under the influence of self-gravity (see CO15). This morphology is reflected in the convex HRO at n > n tr when cross-field line contraction is just able to begin. At n < n tr , the HRO remains concave because it continues to be dominated by the low-density striations that are preferentially aligned with the field lines (see Figure 3 , top left).
9 The transformation of HRO shape is therefore directly related to the gravity-driven Alfvénic transition at the threshold density n tr . Figure 2 (left panel) indicates that the high-density gas is self-gravitating and thus the magnetic flux is compressed along with the gas, resulting in a strong correlation between magnetic field strength B and gas number density n that can be fitted by a power-law scaling 9 Network of small sub-filaments, or striations, is a common feature of strongly magnetized cloud, both observationally (Goldsmith et al. 2008; Sugitani et al. 2011; Hennemann et al. 2012; Palmeirim et al. 2013 ; also see review in André et al. 2014 ) and theoretically (Goldreich & Sridhar 1995; Vestuto et al. 2003; Heyer et al. 2008; CO14; CO15) , though its formation mechanism is still under debate.
The Field−density Relation
B ∝ n κ . Numerous studies, both observational and theoretical, have been conducted to determine the value of κ in this so-called field−density relation (e.g. Fiedler & Mouschovias 1993; Crutcher 1999; Padoan & Nordlund 1999; Ostriker et al. 2001; Crutcher et al. 2010; Marchwinski et al. 2012; Bate et al. 2014; H.-B. Li et al. 2015 ; P. S. Tritsis et al. 2015) .
For simulation models discussed in the previous section, we calculated the best-fit value of κ for n > n tr regime, and overplotted the derived relation B ∝ n κ in Figure 2 (left panel) . The fitted κ values are listed in Table 1 . Our κ value varies from ∼ 0.3 to 0.6 between models, which is consistent with the observed 0.47 − 0.65 value in dense gas (Crutcher 1999; Crutcher et al. 2010) . Our result suggests a strong dependence of κ on the physical conditions of the simulations; models with stronger inflows (which create post-shock regions with a lower plasma β value and higher velocity perturbation; see Table 1) have a weaker B − n dependence.
The dependence of κ on turbulent level that we found is qualitatively similar to the numerical results reported in Ostriker et al. (2001) . Though the range of density covered in Ostriker et al. (2001) is different from this study, the positive correlation between magnetic field and density at high densities is clear. Also, for the strongly magnetized regime (their β 0 < 1 models), a weaker supersonic turbulence tends to produce a stronger B − n correlation (see their Figures 18 and 19) , similar to what we found. In addition, a recent study by P. S. adopted M = 10 as the initial turbulent strength and found κ ≈ 0.70 and 0.57 for models with β 0 = 0.02 and 2.0, respectively. The κ value we found in our model M10 (which has β 0 ≈ 0.4), 0.59, is in good agreement with their results. This also indicates a possible trend of lower κ values in strongly magnetized (small β) media. To conclude, the B −n scaling may not be universal, with the exponent κ affected by the magnetic and kinematic properties of the molecular cloud.
4. HRO AND SIMULATED POLARIZATION EMISSION 4.1. From n tr to N tr In 3D data, there is a drastic change in the HRO shape as the gas transitions from a sub-Alfvénic state to a super-Aflvénic state through gravitational acceleration, at the threshold density n tr in the magnetic field−density relation. However, neither the total magnetic field strength nor the volume density is easily measurable observationally. What can be measured more easily are the column density along the line of sight, from integrated thermal continuum or molecular line emission (e.g. Dobashi et al. 1994; Bernard et al. 2010; Könyves et al. 2010; Hill et al. 2011) , and polarized dust emission, which can provide information of the magnetic field direction projected on the plane of sky (see Section 1).
We therefore investigated the polarization fraction p as a function of column density N in the 2D projected map. The polarization fraction is calculated based on the method discussed in Section 2.3, and we chose p 0 = 0.1 as the maximum polarization fraction to be comparable with observational results (see discussions and references The median values of thermal (plus signs), magnetic (filled circles), and kinetic (triangles) energy densities (left panel) and corresponding velocity magnitudes (sound speed cs, Alfvén speed v A , and gas velocity v; right panel) in each density bin, for models M5 (top), M10 (middle), and M20 (bottom). The dashed line marks the boundary value for HRO segmentation (ntr) in each model. The gas is supersonic and dominated by the kinetic energy from large-scale turbulence in the pre-shock region, but becomes strongly confined by magnetic pressure downstream. The kinetic energy is therefore relatively unchanged (gas velocity decreases with density) in the post-shock region, until density reaches the threshold density ntr. The increase in kinetic energy prior to n = ntr is apparently induced by the self-gravity of the gas, and ntr marks the onset of gravity-induced acceleration in the gas; this is also the transition from sub-Alfvénic to super-Alfvénic gas flow (i.e. the equipartition of magnetic and kinetic energies). in Section 1).
10 For simplicity, we chose to observe the post-shock layer face-on so that the mean magnetic field direction is on the plane of sky. The column density is thus N (x, y) ≡ z n(x, y, z), where z is the inflow direction (also see Figure 1 for the convention of coordinate system).
We binned all pixels in the projected map by log N with bin width 0.1, and calculated the median and ±25% values of the polarization fraction p. Figure 7 (left panel) plots the p − N relation from models M5, M10 and M20; in general, the polarization fraction appears to decrease with column density monotonically for lower N , then becomes relatively random after a sharp drop or rise. This can be understood as increasing disorder in magnetic field structure with column density, especially when the self-gravity of the gas takes over the control. As discussed in the previous section, gravitational collapse will likely induce isotropic amplification of magnetic field. This may lead to large variations in the the inclination angle of the magnetic field with respect to the plane of sky which, together with the relatively small number of high column density cells, leads to large fluctuations in polarization fraction at the high N end.
The column density segmentation for HROs of 2D projected maps, N tr , is therefore defined as the column density where p shows a sharp change.
11 This value is marked by dashed line for each model in Figure 7 (left 10 Note that different choices of p 0 would simply re-normalize the simulated polarization level, and do not change any of our conclusions.
11 Note that this transition may not be as clear-cut as in the 3D case, because the polarization fraction is an integrated quantity that provides only a rough estimate of the true onset of the gravitapanel), and the corresponding HROs are shown in Figure 7 (right panel) . The change of HRO shape for column density segmentation below or above N tr is evident; HROs at lower column densities are concave, then become relatively flat or convex when N > N tr . Also plotted in Figure 7 is the HROs with N > N , the average column density of the projected map (dotted lines in the left panel). Since the transition for gas structures to become self-gravitating is a continuous process, the concave HROs with N > N simply provide a reference point that this transition must happen within column density range N < N < N tr .
The HRO shape parameter ζ, defined in Equation (9), for different column density segmentations is plotted in Figure 8 . We again compared the N tr values defined from Figure 7 (dashed lines with corresponding markers) with the column densities where ζ = 0. Similar to the 3D case, the threshold value identified from p − N relation provides good prediction for N (ζ = 0).
Note that the change of HRO shape in the 2D projected map is directly related to the gas volume density in the 3D space. Figure 3 (bottom row) shows the HRO between the projected column density gradient from simulation cells with different number densities and the integrated polarization direction. This is analogous to observing the cloud with various molecule tracers to probe gas content within different density ranges, and using continuum emission to collect polarization information (see Figure 3 , fourth row). The HRO changes from centralpeaked in n n tr (left two panels) to relatively flat in n > n tr (right panel), which suggests that in principle one can constrain the threshold density n tr by conducting observations toward the same region with molecular lines that trace different density regimes and comparing the shape of HRO between the polarization direction from continuum and column density distributions from different density tracers. Furthermore, from Figure 5 we know that E B ≈ E K at n = n tr , and E K can be estimated by measuring the rms velocity from molecular line emission. Therefore, our results suggest that one can in principle obtain the value of E B , or the total magnetic field strength, at density n ∼ n tr . Since n ∼ n tr is related to self-gravitating gas that forms prestellar/protostellar cores, the magnetic field strength in this regime is extremely important to star formation studies. We will postpone a more detailed discussion of this application to a follow-up paper (King et al., in prep.).
The p − N Correlation
Several observations have confirmed a negative correlation between the polarization fraction and column density (e.g. Matthews et al. 2001; Gonçalves et al. 2005; Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015; Fissel et al. 2016) , in the form p ∝ N −α or p ∝ I −α with α ∼ 0.5 − 1.2, where I is the integrated intensity.
12 Though there are many factors that might affect the polarization degree in observations like imperfect grain alignment (Hildebrand tionally driven transition to the super-Alfvénic state for projected 2D structures.
12 Note that, unlike other studies, Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015) considered a linear fit of the form p ∝ log N instead of log p ∝ log N . Also, while most of the studies chose to fit the entire p − N or p − I distribution, Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015) applied fits to the upper envelope of the distribution. al. 1999 ) and dust scattering (Yang et al. 2016) , the calculated polarization fraction from our simulations is not affected by those processes. It captures the intrinsic p − N correlation produced by the magnetic field geometry before it is modified by other, additional, processes.
For the p − N relation at column densities lower than the threshold value N tr , we fitted the curve in the form p ∝ N −α (blue dotted lines in Figure 7 , left panel) and obtained the power-law index α ≈ 0.0−0.4 (see Table 1 ). The correlation between p and N is highly dependent on the environment. We note that our results are consistent with those discussed by Falceta- Gonçalves et al. (2008) , who found α ∼ 0.5 in models with supersnoic and subAlfvénic flows, which is comparable to the post-shock environment in our simulations (see Table 1 ). Though the simulation setup in Falceta- Gonçalves et al. (2008) is different from what we adopted in this study, the general behavior of MHD gas dynamics is similar in the way that polarization fraction decreases with increasing randomness of the magnetic field, which is induced by compressive gas flows that also enhance column density.
CONTROLLING FACTORS OF POLARIZATION
FRACTION In previous sections we have shown that the magnetic field morphology changes significantly during the gravityinduced Alfvénic transition, and the observed polarization level varies accordingly, which can be utilized to indicate the magnetic field strength. Here, in order to better understand the relation between magnetic field morphology and resulting polarization fraction, we provide a quantitative analysis of what causes the variation of polarization fraction in star-forming GMCs.
Tangledness and Inclination
From Equation (4), the polarization fraction p and angle χ are affected by the inclination angle γ of the magnetic field with respect to the plane of sky, and the dispersion of the plane-of-sky component of the magnetic field (B ⊥ ) along the line of sight. In extreme cases, χ(γ = 0
• ) is simply the density-weighted mean of the position angle ψ of B ⊥ along the line of sight, and if the plane-of-sky magnetic field is uniform (constant ψ) along the line of sight, p ≈ p 0 cos 2 γ. Any increase in γ or in the dispersion level of ψ along the line of sight would result in a lower polarization fraction. Here we discuss a mathematical analysis to quantify these two effects.
The position angle ψ is defined as the angle (clockwise) betweenŷ and B ⊥ in a convention that 0 < ψ < π (see Figure 1) . We thus define the dispersion of the direction of B ⊥ along the line-of-sight (ẑ) as the density-weighted standard deviation of ψ alongẑ:
where ψ is the density-weighted mean of ψ along the line of sight:
The parameter S los is a measurement of the level of tangledness of the plane-of-sky magnetic field along the line of sight. We can also calculate the density-weighted average inclination angle with respect to the sky as
and γ los ≡ arccos cos 2 γ los .
This is roughly the average inclination angle of the magnetic field with respect to the plane of sky along the line of sight. Note that 0 < γ los < π/2. These two parameters, S los and cos 2 γ los , can be considered as two independent factors controlling the simulated polarization fraction at each pixel of the 2D projected map.
The scatter plots of γ los and S los from the three simulation models considered in this study are shown in Figure 9 (left panel) . These plots are color-coded by the polarization fraction; the dependence of p on both S los and γ los is clear. Also, the distribution of the polarization fraction (shown in color) is very similar across the three models. This demonstrates that S los and cos 2 γ los are good indicators of the polarization fraction. The most striking feature of these plots is that the equation of an ellipse centered at the origin of S los and γ los seems to be a good fit for every single value of p; i.e. the distribution of γ los vs. S los at a given value of p can be roughly described by γ los 2 /a 1 (p) 2 + S los 2 /a 2 (p) 2 = 1, where a 1 (p) and a 2 (p) are constant coefficients that only depend on p. However, we remind the readers that, with the real value of p 0 unknown, the polarization fraction derived in this study is only an approximation. We therefore focus not on making quantitative predictions but instead on understanding physically the behavior of the polarization fraction. Figure 9 (left panel) suggests that the tangledness and inclination are almost equally important on determining the polarization fraction. To investigate their effects separately, we plotted the polarization fraction as a function of cos 2 γ los in Figure 9 (right panel), colorcoded by normalized S los (≡ S los /S los,max in each model). One prominent feature among all three models is that p ≤ p max · cos 2 γ los (where p max is the maximum value of p measured in each model), a relation that can be proved mathematically (see Appendix A).
More importantly, in Figure 9 (right panel) all points along the upper-boundary line p = p max · cos 2 γ los (dashed lines) have normalized S los 1, and S los increases away from the line. The color distribution suggests that at each point on the plane of sky, the averaged inclination angle of the magnetic field along the line of sight first gives the upper limit of the value p, then the tangledness of B ⊥ along the line of sight determines how far away from this maximum value the polarization fraction is.
Note that a similar analysis has been done by Planck Collaboration Int. XX (2015), who also found the proportionality of the envelope of p with cos 2 γ los (see their Figure 21 ). Though the range of gas density in their simulations is not wide enough to cover the selfgravitating regime where B /B dramatically increases (smallest cos 2 γ los values), by observing the simulation box at different viewing angles (denoted as α in their work) they were able to find the similar dependence of p on cos 2 γ los as illustrated in Figure 9 (right panel). Also, their Equation (9) can be adopted to give the upper-boundary line p = p max · cos 2 γ los considering the viewing angle is approximately the inclination angle of the magnetic field in the case that B ≈ B ⊥ (also see their Figure 16 ).
Cloud Evolution Implied by Polarization Fraction
We have already seen that polarization fraction generally decreases with increasing column density (see Section 4 and Figure 7 ). To understand how polarization fraction is related to structure evolution and gas dynamics in the cloud, we selected regions from the projected map with different mean column densities N , and plotted the relations between p, S los , and γ los as in Figure 9 within these regions. Figures 10 to 12 are results from model M5, M10, and M20, respectively. For each model, in addition to the whole map (top row), we picked a coreforming region (high N ; second row), a filamentary region (intermediate N ; third row), and a region with no prominent structures (background/low N ; bottom row). In each figure, we showed the column density map with polarization segments of the region we selected (left), the γ los − S los scatter plot color-coded by p (middle), and the p− cos 2 γ los relation color-coded by normalized S los (right).
For all three models, the core-forming regions have the largest scatter ranges of S los and γ los . As the mean column density decreases, both S los and γ los decrease. However, the scatter range of S los shrinks much faster than γ los (see the middle columns of Figures 10 to 12) ; also, in the less dense regions, points are preferentially distributed along the p = p max · cos 2 γ lines (Figures 10  to 12, right) . This implies that in the least dense regions which resemble the background environment of the cloud, the variation of p is mainly induced by the inclination of magnetic field with respect to the plane of sky. It is not until the formation of dense clumps (which may be self-gravitating) that the tangledness of plane-of-sky magnetic field starts to set in and further reduces the polarization fraction.
Combined with the anisotropic condensation model described in CO14 and CO15, our results suggest a threestage development process of the magnetic field during the evolution of star-forming regions in molecular clouds. First, the initial magnetic field in the diffuse cloud (B 0 ∼ 10 µG) is amplified by a large-scale shock compression. In the post-shock layer where the magnetic field is strong and well ordered, materials preferably flow along the field lines to form filamentary structures, which leaves B ⊥ unchanged but may increase B as well as the inclination angle γ. After dense clumps and/or prestellar cores gathered enough mass and become self-gravitating, the contraction/collapse induced by self-gravity is more isotropic. The magnetic field is thus amplified again (B core ∼ 10 2 µG), which leads to higher levels of tangledness in B ⊥ and lower values of p.
Note that the evolution of magnetic field can also explain the p − N relation described in Section 4. The anisotropic condensation stage is responsible for the power-law relation p ∝ N −α at N < N tr , because gas flows along B ⊥ in the post-shock layer (which generate structures with higher column density) increase the inclination angle γ and therefore reduce the polarization fraction. This is also why models with higher inflow Mach number has shallower p − N curve (smaller α; see Table 1), because stronger shocks create post-shock layers with smaller B /B ⊥ , and therefore γ remains small even after B being amplified by the anisotropic condensation along B ⊥ . In dense regions where self-gravity dominates (N > N tr regime), the dominant factor for reducing polarization fraction switches from inclination to tangledness. Since the effect of tangledness on the polarization fraction is not monotonic (the integration of sin 2ψ and cos 2ψ can lead to either cancellation or addition), the p − N relation is relatively random at high column densities.
Link to Observations
From Figure 9 , for each value of polarization fraction measured in observation (i.e. for every pixel of the 2D map), we can estimate the maximum value of averaged inclination angle γ los of the magnetic field. Furthermore, our results indicate that if any two of the three quantities p, S los , and cos 2 γ los are known, the third one can be derived. Unfortunately, neither the inclination angle nor the magnetic field structure along the line of sight is observable. However, the dispersion of polarization angle on the plane of sky, S pos , can be derived directly from the measured polarization emission (e.g. Fissel et al. 2016 ). Though there is no priori physical reason for the magnetic field structure to be similar along the line of sight and over the plane of sky, it is reasonable for the dispersions of B ⊥ in these two directions, S los and S pos , to be correlated, since they are both induced by self-gravity and thus are dominated by the densest structures.
We calculated S pos following the definition
where (i , j ) range from (i − 1, j − 1) to (i + 1, j + 1) so that S pos represents the dispersion of polarization angle χ at each pixel among its 8 nearest neighbors. Figure 13 illustrates a positive correlation between S los and S pos , as expected. Therefore, for each value of S pos derived from the observed polarization map, the range of S los can be estimated, which (combined with the observed polarization fraction) can provide a hint of the 3D magnetic field morphology by the corresponding γ los value from Figure 9 . Another interesting feature revealed in Figure 13 is that the polarization fraction (colormap) is nearly independent of S pos at a given S los value. Also, the distribution of a given value of p in Figure 13 can be roughly described as log S los = b 1 (p) log S pos + b 2 (p), which provides a more straightforward way to estimate S los from observations. More detailed discussion about quantitative derivation of polarization-implied magnetic field morphology is postponed to a follow-up paper (King et al., in prep.).
6. SUMMARY Using the Histogram of Relative Orientation (HRO) introduced by Soler et al. (2013) , we investigated the gas density and magnetic field structure in MHD simulations of prestellar core-forming regions formed through shock compression in GMCs, as described in CO14 and CO15. We found that the relative orientation between density structure and magnetic field is directly impacted by the importance of self-gravity in the post-shock layer. Specifically, the magnetic field morphology changes in dense regions where the gas is accelerated gravitationally and becomes super-Alfvénic. The HRO shape changes from concave to convex at the transition density n tr , which is also the density for the field strength to transition from a more or less constant to a power-law increase with density. In the projected 2D map, a similar change in HRO shape is found to correlate with the column density below which the polarization fraction varies monotonically with column density. We interpreted the decrease of polarization fraction in terms of enhanced tangledness and inclination of the magnetic field, which, together with HROs, may be applied to polarization observations to provide estimates on the total magnetic field strength and the 3D field structure.
Our main conclusions are as follows:
1. Our magnetic field−gas density plot shows characteristic features for the pre-shock, the postshock, and the self-gravitating regions (Figure 2 , left panel). The relatively unchanged magnetic field strength in the post-shock region (n ∼ 10 4 − 10 5 cm −3 ) is direct evidence of the anisotropic gas flow along the magnetic field line (CO14, CO15). In the super-Alfvenic, self-gravitating regime (n > n tr ∼ 10 5 cm −3 ), the magnetic field strength is strongly correlated with the gas density with a power-law scaling (see below).
2. For densities above the threshold value n tr , the B − n curve follows a power law B ∝ n κ (blue dotted lines in Figure 2 , left panel) with κ ≈ 0.3 − 0.6 (Table 1) . The values of κ found in this work are consistent with previous observational and theoretical studies (e.g. Crutcher 1999; Ostriker et al. 2001; Crutcher et al. 2010; Bate et al. 2014 ; P. S. . Our fitting results imply that the field−density relation has strong dependence on the turbulent level of the cloud, with smaller κ for weaker turbulence. (Section 3.3) .
3. We found that the threshold density in the B − n relation, n tr , is also where the 3D HRO shape changes from concave to convex. In all three models considered in this work, HROs with segmentations n < n tr are concave, while those with segmentations n > n tr are either flat or convex ( Figure 2 , right panel; also see Figure 4 ). This suggests that the shape of HRO, or the magnetic field−gas structure alignment, is strongly altered by the self-gravity of the gas in the high-density regime. Specifically, the HRO changes shape when the sub-Afvénic gas is gravitationally accelerated to a super-Afvénic speed, so that M A ≈ 1 at n ≈ n tr (Figures 5 and 6 ). The HRO can therefore be used, at least conceptually, to estimate the density at the Alfvénic transition, which, together with velocity information, yields the total field strength.
4. Similar behavior of HRO in the 3D space is found in the 2D projected map, between the integrated polarization pseudo-vector p (see Equation (3) for definition) and the gradient of column density N (Figure 7 ). The transition of HRO shape from concave to convex is related to the threshold value for the p − N curve to stay relatively monotonic, N tr (Figures 7 and 8 ). Our analysis showed that when the gas content is self-gravitating (n > n tr ), the magnetic field morphology is significantly altered (Figure 3) , and therefore the integrated polarization fraction along the line-of-sight is no longer dominated by the gas column density. As a result, the change of HRO shape in the 2D projected map is also a consequence of increasing significance of gas self-gravity, and can be directly linked to the threshold density n tr (Figure 3 ).
5. For the non-self-gravitating regime (N < N tr ) in the 2D projected map, we found and fitted a powerlaw relationship to the p − N curve (blue dotted lines in Figure 7 , left panel), p ∝ N −α , with the index α ∼ 0.0 − 0.4 (Table 1) . These values are roughly consistent with, but at the low end of, previous observational and theoretical studies (e.g. Matthews et al. 2001; Gonçalves et al. 2005; Falceta-Gonçalves et al. 2008; Planck Collaboration Int. XX 2015; Fissel et al. 2016) . Based on our results, larger value of α may indicate a less turbulent environment, or a relatively weaklymagnetized medium (Table 1) . Further simulations with more extended model parameters are necessary to firm up the conclusion.
6. We demonstrated the polarization fraction is controlled by two factors: 1) the dispersion of the plane-of-sky magnetic field B ⊥ along the line-ofsight, S los , and 2) the averaged inclination angle of the magnetic field along the line-of-sight, γ los ( Figure 9 , left panel). In addition, we showed that the mean inclination sets up an upper limit for the integrated polarization fraction (Appendix A), while the tangledness of B ⊥ determines the distance of the actually measured polarization fraction to that maximum value (Figure 9 , right panel).
Combined with the fact that there is a positive correlation between the dispersion of polarization angle on the plane of sky S pos and the line-ofsight dispersion S los (Figure 13 ), the 3D magnetic field morphology can be constrained from the observed polarization fraction and the derived dispersion (King et al., in prep.).
7.
We established an evolutionary model of coreforming regions in GMCs for the magnetic field morphology (Section 5.2). In the diffuse cloud, the large-scale turbulence creates shocked regions with a relatively well-ordered magnetic field parallel to the shock front (CO14, CO15). When observed perpendicular to the shock front, this cloud background has polarization fraction p = p max ∼ 10%, with γ los ≈ 0 post-shock region, gas flows preferentially along the magnetic field lines to form dense structures (CO14, CO15). These anisotropic flows will gradually compress the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field; therefore γ los increases and p decreases (Figures 10−12, third panel) . After a selfgravitating prestellar core is formed, the gravityinduced isotropic contraction in both gas and magnetic field will enhance the tangledness of magnetic field and further decrease the polarization fraction (Figures 10−12, second panel) .
To conclude, the success of using the transition density in B − n relation to explain different shapes of HRO in both 3D simulation domain and 2D projected map is encouraging, which also suggests links between observable quantities (N , E K , p, S pos ) and gas properties in real space (n tr , E B , S los , γ los ). This provides strong motivation for testing these ideas in observations of various density tracers and of polarized thermal continuum.
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APPENDIX

MAXIMUM POLARIZATION FRACTION AND MAGNETIC FIELD INCLINATION ANGLE
The relationship between the relative Stokes parameters and the observables, N , p, and χ can be expressed in a compact way using complex algebra. If we define the normalized polarization fraction as p = p p 0 (A1) and the inclination-corrected column density asN 
2χ = arctan 2(u, q) = arg(q + iu),
and so our compact relation is (see Equation 5 ) pN e 2iχ = q + iu = n B 
Noting thatp andN are both positive-semidefinite,
Utilizing the triangle inequality for complex numbers and the fact that ρ and B 2 are positive-semidefinite, we havē
